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Translation:
What do Berkshire Hathaway - the US$180 billion insurance, industrial and consumer conglomerate
that billionaire Warren Buffett skillfully crafted - and Singapore have in common?
Both are "listed" in the same year - in 1965.
Both are "multibaggers" in the breathtaking sense. Berkshire compounded its net book value by
4,340-fold over the last 45 years to US$147 billion. Singapore grew from a small fishing village to
around US$180 billion in GDP, and its GDP (PPP) per capita is ranked fourth in the world by the
International Monetary Fund (IMF).
With the "float" provided by its foreign currency reserves, high savings rate, and fiscal prudence,
Singapore's competitive economic dynamo is augmented by two of the biggest sovereign wealth
funds in the world, GIC and Temasek, to allocate its capital over the long-term. According to SWF
Institute, GIC, established in 1981, manages an estimated US$250 billion in long-term assets, while
Temasek, established in 1974, governs a US$120 billion portfolio of companies.
Both have visionary founders who bring important experiences and make critical choices early in the
firm's or country's history that leave a lasting organizational imprint. Buffett is the capital allocation
genius and investor-extraordinaire at Berkshire; Lee Kuan Yew is credited by Charlie Munger, the
Vice-Chairman of Berkshire and billionaire partner of Buffett, at the recent Wesco 2010 Annual
Meeting, as the "George Washington of Singapore" who chose to "marry the smartest girl in his
class".
Munger added that Lee Kuan Yew is a "very practical man" who "tuned a country with no resources
or agriculture into a prosperous country, starting from zero miles per hour". In his usual pragmatic
advice, Munger said that his countrymen "need to pay more attention to the Singapore model."
Also, both Berkshire and Singapore took off from a winning combination of teamwork.
Munger's contribution was to nudge Buffett towards "the direction of not just paying for bargains", as
was taught to Buffett by Ben Graham. Buffett went on to add: "It took a powerful force to move me
on from Graham's limiting view. It was the power of Charlie's mind. Boy, if I had listened only to Ben,
would I ever be a lot poorer; I became very interested in buying a wonderful business at a moderate
price."
Singapore had the winning team of Lee Kuan Yew as the political visionary, Goh Keng Swee as the
economic and financial architect, and Hon Sui Sen as the builder and administrator par excellence.
The Ministry of Finance, Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS), Economic Development Board
(EDB), Temasek and GIC that Singapore has today were the creations of the entrepreneurs of Singapore Inc.
The central tenet of value investing is really about finding and investing in the Lion entrepreneurs,
the team of people with the character to make things happen and with a long-term vision to build
their business models into a durable legacy.
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Lions can be compared with Hyenas, who, although also possess entrepreneurial characteristics
and survival skills to win in the stern strife of actual life, are short-term thinkers with a trading mentality.
Hyenas are the most formidable African predators, with jaws which are the most powerful in proportion to the body size of any mammal. These opportunistic killing machines are capable of running
down and killing unaided a bull wildebeest three times its own weight, targeting the weak, injured,
diseased, old and very young, and also stealing from the kills of other predators.
When chance and fortune present easy kills, Hyenas hunt in packs; following which, the pack then
disbands and the Hyena is back to working on its own in the dark to scavenge for carcasses and
quick gains.
Yet, the Hyena's immense respect for the Lion is unmistakable. The Lion is also the only natural
predator of the Hyena. Of all predators, the Lion is truly the king. Their regal mane and authority,
their bond with each other, their speed and prowess, and of course their knowledge - knowledge of
all animals and their habitat - is incredible.
The best way to preserve and grow capital in the long run is to identify honest, hardworking and farsighted Lion entrepreneurs in whom to invest. Value investing is really about looking for this winning
team combination.
Risk, in this sense, is therefore clearly not sigma or standard deviation. In other words, measures of
volatility of returns.
Risk is about the wrong judgment of the intrinsic value of the business, resulting in the possibility of
absolute capital losses. Risk is about owning a business whose entrepreneur and manager are more
interested in enriching themselves than building their company.
But risk is definitely reduced tremendously when investments in true Lions are made.
Lion entrepreneurs are alert to existing paradigms of how things ought to function and behave in the
marketplace. It is this alertness that lead to their discovery through their strong conviction and belief
that they can do it significantly better. And if the Lions sacrifice and persevere in doing this well
enough, they will soon have a country or business which can survive the vicissitudes of commercial
life, booms and busts, mania and panics.
Only then can the country or business begin to have a life on its own. That is what is called "going
concern", in accounting terms, so that the numbers make sense, and a "PE" (price earnings ratio)
can be applied to value the business meaningfully. But this is not enough. The next generation of
Lions is needed to bring the country or business to the next level of success.
Value investing has to be augmented by a qualitative assessment of how people, ideas, experiences, and structures come together to create a firm or country. Understanding the teams that come
together and develop over time, and the Lion Infrastructure they build, is essential to understanding
the sustainable performance of any country or business.
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And we think finding and investing in Lions in Asia is all the more fascinating in this Lion City - Singapore.
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